"·•• logic is the youth of mathematics and mathematics is the manhood of logic. 11 1 Mathematics starts from certain ~11'ime~ and, by a strict process of deduction, arrives at t he various theorems which constitute it.
All traditional pure mathematics, including analytical geometry, may be regarded as consisting wholly of propositions about the natural numbers. That is to say, the terms which occur can be defined by means or the natural numbers, and tbheuproposil\!.idnl3: : _ nan be deduced from the properties of the natural numbeTs ..-,rwith the addition in each case, of the ideas :~-:. :, ra.iid~ propositions of pure logic. 2
In order to understand the congruence of mathematics and deductive logic, one must understand the principles of each and the relation between t hem. The ancients called logic the instrument of science and considered it as a preparatory to all science.
Logic is the science and art of right thinking. It does not deal with reality but only with the operation of thinking itself, r: . Reasnn is a form of mental activity which enables one to deal with new situations with novel data. An inference from a law or general principle to some consequence from its relation to another principle is know0as a deductive inference. Deductive reasoning argues from the universal to the particular, or from the more to the less universal, by way of a middle term. A term is a statement which expresses a concept of simple apprehension. When a term indicates the entire class for which it stands it is said to be distributed. When it represents only a part of the class it is undistributed. The act by which the mind affirms or denies a term is a judgment. In deduction, two judgments which have a common term between them are related so that a third judgment is necessarily implied from them.
Deductive reasoning has two a~pects. First, it is an act of the mind. Second·, it is a definitely structured combination of verbal symbil>ls or words. The verbal statement is called the syllogism. The act of the mind is the deductive inference. Therefore, a syllogism is the expression of t he mental act of deduction. Propositions are expressions of judgments made by the mind. These propositions are usually distinguished according to whether they are affirmative or negative and universal or particular.
The syllogism contains three propositions. The two propositions which imply the third are called the antecedents or ~emr~~ The implied proposition is t he consequent or conclusion. All syllogisms must follow certain rules in order to be logically correct. (6) Two negative premises will not yield a conclusion. (7) If one premise is negative, the conclusion must be ne gative; if both premises are affirmative, the conclusion must be affirmative. (8) If one premise is particular, the conclusion is particularJ ;if both premises are particular, there is no conclusion.
·vi
What may at first appear to be a logical conclusion may upon examination be false. If a syllogism does not comply with all the rules of a syllogism, it may render a false conclusion.
For example1. All dogs eat meat.
Joe eats mea:b.
:.Joe is a dog.
Joe may of may not be a dog. The conclusion is logically incorrect according to rule (3). The middle term, meat, is not distributed in either_ premise.
Behin~ all deductive reasoning lies the principle called "Dictum de
Ommi et Nullo" which states: "Whatever statement may be made with regard to a class taken generallyamay be made of each and every member of that class."J The major premise of the syllogism asserts that the whole of a certain class is included in another class or is excluded from it. The minor premise asserts that certain things are included in the first class.
The conclusion applies the things asserted in the IDIDnor premise to the assertion made in the major premise.
For example: All cats have claws. The tiger is a cat. ; • The tiger has claws. "All cats have claws" is the major premise and asserts that all cats are included in the group of things which hhv~e claws. The minor premise, "The tiger is a cat," asserts that ":ehe tiger" is included in the class .of cats. The conclusion applies the assertion of the minor premise, that the tiger is a cat, to the assertion of the major premise, that all cats have claws, and concludes that tigers have claws. A proposition must tell something about the nature of a subject or it cannot be used as a basis for inferring anything about other subjects which have that nature. All x's by examination may be f.'s, but unless y relates in some way to x the next x may or may not be a y. This type of reasoning which has no basic relationships between the terms can never give rise to a . genuine deductive inference. A conclusion b~ed on observation and experimentation is known as inductive logic. An inductive argument is built on a set of statements that are t aken to be facts or truths. The facts of one inductive argument may be the conclusions of earlier arguments. One argument builds uponganother. Deductive reasoning argues from the universal to the particular,wherea~inductive reasoning goes !~~ the particular to the universal. The facts of inductive logic ~~!B f rom observation, @~perimentationl and previous conclusions.
Deduc~i~· reasoning must be based on a previous inductive conclusion; for nothing can be deduced from nothing. The truth of a deductive a~gu-6 For examplet All tress have green leaves.
The oak is a tree. The oak has green leaves.
Before the conclusion that oaks have green leaves can be determined and have some meaning, the facts, all trees have green leaves and the oak is a tree, must be established. These are establmshed by observation or inductive reasoning.
All language consists of :Siligm:; or symbols. "A sign is an arbitrary mark, having a fixed interpretation, and susceptible of combination with other signs in subjection to fixed laws dependent upon their mutual interpretation. 11 4 All the operations of language as an instrument of reasoning may be indicated by the use of a system of signs and symbols.
Literal s;y,mbols such as> ~,~w; and z may be used to represent the subjects of the concep~ions of the mind and the characteristics belonging to such subjects. Symbols such as~, -,,and =represent the operations of the mind by which the subjects and predicates are combined. These symbols of logic are subject to definite laws which partly agree and partly disagree with the laws of the corresponding symbols in algebra. The laws of the symbols and those of the mental process of logic are identical.
I
The mind may think of a subject. This is represented by an appropriate symbol such as 7ihi/ $, or z. The mind, however, may not think of a single subject but a group of subjects consisting of partial groups, each of which is separately named or described. In thinking the conception of a group consisting of partial groups,the subjects are connected by 11 and 11 or "or". In algebra and logic, t mhe words 11 and 11 and "or" are analogous with the sign 11 + 11 • The l;ltatement "Trees and minerals" would be represented The copula is that which connect· s subject and predicate. It either implies or is some form of the verb "to be 11 and is expressed symbolically satisfies the law 1y = y. The symbol 1 must represent a class which is equivalent to all the members common to any proposed classy and itself.
Therefore the class 1 must be the "universal" class since it is the only class in which are found all things which exist in any class. Representing any class of objects by x, (1 -x) will represent the contrary class of objects. The universal class , r~exeil:uding those things in the class of x, is everything that is non-x. The equation x 2 = x may be changed to x< (1 -x) = 0 which is known as the law ~l!uali ty. The equation states that a class which contains all members of the class x and no members of the class x does not exist. The following example demonstrates the principles previously discussed.
x = hard, y = elastic, z = metals Hard, elastic, metals = xyz Non-elastic hard metals = xz{•1 -y) Elastic substances and hard non-elastic metals = y + xz(1 -y)
Hard substances, except metals = x -z Metalic substances except those which are meither hard nor elastic= z-z(1-x)(1-y) When either the subject or the predicate of a primary proposition is particular, the indeflllnite class -:Umbel, "v", is used to designate such. In considering the proposition,"All men are moil?tal," it is clear that the meaning is all men are some mo~tal bbeings. Let y represent Valid reasoning qy the use of symbols must follow certain conditions.
(1) A fixed interpretation must be assigned to the symbols employed in the expression, and the laws of the combination of these symbols must be correctly determined from the ihterpretation. (2) The formal process of solution must be · conducted in obedience to the laws determined without regard to the question of the interpretability of the results obtained.
(3) The final result must be in interpretable form, and be interpreted in accordance with that system of inte~tation which has been employed in pre the expression of the proposition. When any function, f(~), in which x is allogical symbol, or a symbol of quanti tt. : ·susceptible on:ly to t he ·~·.-L values of 0 and 1, is reduced to the form ax* b(1-x), a and b being determined as to make the result equivalent to the function, the function is said to be developed.
To develop a function involving any number of logical symbols, the £unction is develpped as a function of each of the symbols alone keeping their relation to each other.
The development of any expression, f(x), consists of two terms, for the second constituent. Then in both these change another symbol, y, into (1 -y) for two .more constituents. Then in the four constituents obtained change the next symbol, x, into (1 -x) for four more constituents.
Proceed in this manner until t he number of possible changes is exhausted.
To find the coefficient of any constituent, change the term,.x in the original function to 1 ifi the constituent involves x, or tmto 0 if the constituent montains (1 -x) as a factor. Apply the same rule to the other symbpls and the coefficients are obtained.
11
After an expression has been developed, the constituents represent all the classes of objects which can be descrived Jthe affirmation or denial S~ the properties expressed by x and y. There is no object which 
